SUBMISSION BY KARYN COETZER: HOD REMEDIAL TEACHER: LIVINGSTONE PRIMARY SCHOOL


CURRICULUM CONTENT

FOUNDATION AND INTERMEDIATE PHASES

	VERY GOOD CONTENT, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND VALUES BUT FAR TOO LONG


there is insufficient time to develop and internalise concepts and skills, the learners do not have time to absorb and retain these concepts and skills.

All aspects are rushed and only the surface is scratched

	CONCEPTS ARE INTRODUCED TOO EARLY BEFORE THE LEARNERS ARE DEVELOPMAENTALLY READY


This is of paramount importance, particularly in Maths, and learning areas developing difficult concepts in Science, Geography, History, Ems Technolgy. Learners have difficulty grasping all the content, skills and knowledge as they do not have the capacity

In Maths the milestones are covered far too quickly, concepts are introduced too early, which adversely affects attitude and motivation in the future. Learners try to rely on memory to tackle tasks without understanding and internalising concepts, this takes time.

The division, fractional, measurement and time concepts are difficult and are introduced too early. Piaget's theory, stages of development which form the basis of learning and establishing these concepts is ignored.

The old adage, LESS IS MORE applies here.

The problem solving approach and an integrated programme, planned for the development of concepts and skills at the correct stage of development is crucial to further success in these learning areas. The learners are expected to function at a level of abstraction and generalisation far before they are ready, at a concrete operational stage.

	In these learning areas, the content should be covered over 2 years rather than one.


	Firm foundations need to be laid in the early years, developing flexibility of thought, understanding and internalising concepts and skills.


	it is only generally by about the grade 5 level, that learners are developmentally ready for abstraction and generalisation .


	Foundations for Learning in Maths, far too much content, raced through , far too much assessment, racing to teach what is required to be tested, teach quickly, test, no time to do anything about it as the next section must be skimmed over to be taught and then tested. .


	Inferior resources available which rush through the work 


	Insufficient time for consolidation and revision, for ensuring concepts and skills are firmly established


AGAIN LESS IS MORE : give learners and teachers time to teach and learn without rushing.

ADMIN AND PAPERWORK INVOLVED WITH OBE AND THE CURRICULUM negatively impacts on all teaching and learning. The one file, now required, as an improvement this year, should read ONE FILING CABINET

I apologise for rushing this submission, but have only just come across this opportunity and wanted to submit my concerns as the closing date is tomorrow.

Thank you


